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No rationale for giving subsidies to Tesla 
Concession given to import of Tesla cars would hamper the efforts being made by other car 

companies operating in India 

Once again the issue of reducing import duty for importing their cars is in discussion for American 

electric car company Tesla. Till now, a 60 per cent import duty has been imposed on any car whose 

price is less than $ 40,000 and a 100 per cent import duty is imposed on cars costing more than $ 

40,000. This is done to protect the Indian automobile industry from unfair foreign competition. 

India's automobile industry has made remarkable progress in the last few decades. The share of the 

automobile sector in the total manufacturing output of the country is about 49 per cent and it 

constitutes 7.1 per cent of the total GDP. Most of the vehicles plying in the country are manufactured 

in India and very few vehicles are imported. Not only this, India's automobile exports were worth 

$21.2 billion. Tesla company has put up the condition of duty cut on the import of its cars to 18 per 

cent, for setting up a plant of car manufacturing in the country. The company says it is ready to invest 

$2 billion in the country, provided the import duty on its cars is reduced. Its request is under 

consideration. Today almost all the automobile companies in India have started producing electric 

and hybrid cars. In such a situation, customers already have options to buy electric cars. In India, 

nearly one lakh electric cars are sold monthly and the number is expected to rise rapidly. 

Keeping in mind the growing market of Electric Vehicles (EVs) in the country, Tesla company has come 

up with a proposal to set up its plant in India, about which there is no opposition per se.  To 

encourage the production of electric cars in the country, the import duty on components has already 

been reduced significantly. Today, spare parts for electric cars are being imported at only 10 to 15 per 

cent import duty. These are much lower than the import duty on conventional automobile parts. Due 

to low import duty on electric car components, established automobile companies and startups in the 

country have started adding value to a large extent in the country.  Given the incentives being given 

to electric cars by the Government of India, it seems that soon India will start meeting its requirement 

of electric vehicles. Till now, the key to the development of the automobile industry in the country 

has been the protection given to this industry by the government. Concession given to import Tesla 

cars would not be right, as it could hamper the efforts being made by the companies already 

operating in the country. But more importantly, Tesla company manufactures luxury cars. In 2019-20, 

only 40637 luxury cars were sold in the country, which was reduced to only 19700 in 2020-21 during 

the Covid-19 period. The reason for this is that only a very small section of the country can buy luxury 

cars more expensive than 16 to 17 lakh rupees i.e. $20000 US and even a smaller section can buy a car 

worth $40000 i.e. 32-33 lakh rupees. In such a situation, if Tesla company is given an exemption in 

import duty, then rich people who can buy expensive cars will naturally buy imported Tesla cars. This 

will affect the manufacturing of luxury electric cars in the country. Not only this, many other 

companies, including Volkswagen, who are also in the queue, will also demand lower import duty.  

We also have to understand that domestic companies are already putting a lot of effort into research 
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and development in manufacturing electric cars.  An Indian company 'Ola', with the help of investors, 

has made significant progress in manufacturing electric scooters in the country. Similar efforts can be 

made in cars, but the concession in import duty will hamper these efforts. We have to understand 

that Tesla's business model is such that it does not encourage domestic manufacturers of 

components, and only uses internal manufacturing technology. The expectation that the downstream 

value chain will develop with the arrival of Tesla company is not correct.     [Practice Exercise] 

 Red/blue coloring of words in the sentence indicate subject verb relationship; where ‘red’ 

denotes ‘subject’ and ‘blue’ denotes ‘verb’. 
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Vocabulary 
1. Rationale (noun) – Justification, Reason, 

Basis, Grounds, Explanation         

2. Concession (noun) – Allowance, 

Compromise, Reduction, Rebate, 

Abatement        

3. Hamper (verb) – Hinder, Impede, Obstruct, 

Inhibit, Restrict            

4. Duty (noun) – Tax, cess, levy, charge    

5. Impose (verb) – Enforce, Levy, Inflict, 

Exact, Implement       

6. Unfair (adjective) – Inequitable, Unjust, 

Biased, Discriminatory, Partial        

7. Remarkable (adjective) – Extraordinary, 

Notable, Exceptional, Outstanding, 

Impressive          

8. Decade (noun) – Period of Ten years  दश  

9. Constitute (verb) – Form, Compose, Make 

up, Represent, Embody       

10. Ply (verb) – Operate, Run, Work, Function, 

Conduct       

11. Set up (phrasal verb) – Establish, Found, 

Start, Initiate, Create             

12. Provided (conjunction) – If, Assuming, On 

condition that, Supposing  श   

13. Consideration (noun) – Thought, 

Deliberation, Reflection, Examination, 

Contemplation       

14. Keep in mind (phrase) – Remember, 

Consider, Bear in mind, Heed, Take into 

account              

15. Per se (adverb) – Intrinsically, By itself, 

Essentially, Inherently, Naturally      आ  

   

16. Spare part (noun) – Replacement part, 

Substitute part, Component, Accessory, 

Fitting               

17. Established (adjective) – Recognized, 

Accepted, Proven, Well-known, Respected 

       

18. Given (preposition) – Considering, Taking 

into account, In light of, With regard to, 

Given that  द     

19. Exemption (noun) – Immunity, Exclusion, 

Relief, Dispensation, Waiver     

20. Queue (noun) – Line, Row, Column, Series, 

Waiting list         

21. Downstream value chain (noun) – 

Subsequent stages of production and 

distribution, Post-production phases, 

Value-adding stages, End stages of supply 

chain, Downstream operations
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Summary of the Editorial 
1. There is no justification for providing subsidies to Tesla, an American electric car company. 

2. Concessions for Tesla's car imports could negatively impact other car manufacturers in India. 

3. Currently, India imposes a 60% import duty on cars priced under $40,000 and 100% on those 

over $40,000 to protect its automobile industry. 

4. The Indian automobile industry is significant, contributing about 49% to manufacturing output 

and 7.1% to the GDP. 

5. India primarily uses domestically manufactured vehicles, with few imports, and exports worth 

$21.2 billion. 

6. Tesla has proposed a condition for investing $2 billion in India: reducing the import duty on its 

cars to 18%. 

7. Indian consumers already have options for electric and hybrid cars, with nearly 100,000 

electric cars sold monthly. 

8. Tesla's proposal to establish a manufacturing plant in India is generally unopposed. 

9. India has already reduced import duty on EV components to encourage domestic production, 

benefiting companies and startups. 

10. Government incentives are driving India towards self-sufficiency in electric vehicles. 

11. Import concessions for Tesla could undermine the development of the domestic automobile 

industry. 

12. Tesla's luxury cars target a niche market in India, with limited sales of luxury cars even pre-

COVID-19. 

13. Import duty exemptions for Tesla could lead to a preference for imported luxury cars among 

wealthy consumers, affecting domestic luxury electric car production. 

14. Other companies, like Volkswagen, might also demand lower import duties, following Tesla's 

example. 

15. Indian companies, such as Ola, are making progress in electric vehicle production, and import 

concessions for Tesla could hinder these efforts. Tesla's business model doesn't support 

domestic component manufacturing, contradicting the expectation that its presence would 

benefit the downstream value chain. 
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Practice Exercise: SSC Pattern Based 
1. What is the tone of the line "Today, spare parts for electric cars are being imported at only 

10 to 15 per cent import duty"?         [Editorial Page] 

A. Critical 

B. Neutral 

C. Optimistic 

D. Pessimistic 

2. What is the main theme of the passage? 

A. The progress of India's automobile sector and its contribution to the economy. 

B. The debate over the import duties on Tesla cars and its implications for India's automobile 

industry. 

C. The growth of electric vehicle manufacturing in India. 

D. The government's policies on foreign car companies. 

3. What is the likely impact of reducing import duty on Tesla cars on other automobile 

companies in India? 

A. It will increase competition among car manufacturers. 

B. It will lead to a significant increase in India's GDP. 

C. It will have no impact on other automobile companies. 

D. It will encourage more foreign investment in unrelated sectors. 

4. Based on the passage, what can be inferred about the current state of the electric car market 

in India? 

A. It is dominated by imported cars due to the lack of local production. 

B. It is growing rapidly with a significant domestic manufacturing presence. 

C. It is relatively small and insignificant compared to the traditional car market. 

D. It is primarily controlled by a single domestic manufacturer. 

5. Considering the information in the passage, what could be a potential consequence of 

granting Tesla an exemption in import duty? 

A. It will significantly increase the sales of luxury cars in India. 

B. It may discourage domestic manufacturers from producing electric vehicles. 

C. It will lead to a decrease in the import of conventional automobile parts. 

D. It will result in a reduction in the overall price of electric vehicles in India. 

6. Based on the passage, which of the following statements is incorrect regarding the impact of 

Tesla's entry into the Indian Electric Vehicle (EV) market? 

A. The entry of Tesla into the Indian market is expected to significantly boost the local 

manufacturing of electric vehicle components, as Tesla's business model encourages the 

development of a domestic supply chain. 

B. Tesla's potential exemption from import duties might lead to a preference for imported 

luxury electric cars among wealthy consumers, adversely impacting the development of 

the luxury electric car segment by domestic manufacturers. 

C. Domestic companies like 'Ola' are making strides in the EV sector, particularly in electric 

scooters, indicating that similar advancements could be made in the electric car segment 

without concessions to foreign companies like Tesla. 
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D. The Indian government has reduced import duties on electric car components to foster the 

growth of the EV market, which has encouraged both established automobile companies 

and startups to increase their value addition within the country. 

7. Sentences of a paragraph are given below in jumbled order. Arrange the sentences in the 

correct order to form a meaningful and coherent paragraph. 

A. Inc., is undoubtedly an example of how captains of industry can adroitly hide their lust for 

profits by preaching virtue 

B. The startling comment by Infosys co-founder N.R. Narayana Murthy that youngsters in 

India must say, “This is my country 

C. I want to work 70 hours a week”, in order to make the country competitive, and the 

support he received from several members of India  

D. More importantly, it is an argument that fails the litmus test on three counts. 

A. BDAC 

B. CABD 

C. BCAD 

D. ABCD 

8. Sentences of a paragraph are given below in jumbled order. Arrange the sentences in the 

correct order to form a meaningful and coherent paragraph. 

A. For decades it projected a mirage of ruthless sophistication, as it repeatedly and 

confidently cut its Palestinian enemies down to size. 

B. But the unspeakable horrors of October 7, 2023 have prompted a visceral retaliation in 

Gaza, that brings still-unknown risks of escalation on other fronts, and the unprecedented 

suffering of innocent civilians that will ricochet through generations. 

C. Israel’s prevailing security policy has collapsed.  

D. The catastrophe should prompt a fundamental rethink of Israel’s strategic concepts — and 

carries dire warnings for India, too. 

A. BDAC 

B. CABD 

C. BCAD 

D. ABCD 

9. Sentences of a paragraph are given below in jumbled order. Arrange the sentences in the 

correct order to form a meaningful and coherent paragraph. 

A. Isabel saw a strange rabbit running through the bushes. 

B. Following it, she found a door which she opened with the help of keys. 

C. After that, she felt a strange sensation in her body. 

D. She thought as if she was in a dream. 

A. CDAB 

B. DCAB 

C. BCDA 

D. ABCD 

10. Select the most appropriate ANTONYM of the word in brackets to fill in the blank. 

After the rain stopped, the air smelled fresh and clean, and the sun _______________ 
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(stared) out from behind the clouds 

A. peeked 

B. observed 

C. spied 

D. Surveyed 

11. Select the most appropriate homophone to fill in the blank. 

Developers ___________ the old buildings on the site to make way for new construction. 

A. raze 

B. rays 

C. raise 

D. Rase 

12. Sentences of a paragraph are given below in jumbled order. Arrange the sentences in the 

correct order to form a meaningful and coherent paragraph. 

(A) The new movie was highly anticipated by fans of the franchise. 

(B) As the lights dimmed, the audience grew quiet in anticipation. 

(C) The movie began with an exciting action sequence that had the audience on the edge of 

their seats. 

(D) The movie theatre was packed with people eager to see it. 

A. CBDA 

B. BCDA 

C. ADBC 

D. DBAC 

13. Select the correctly spelt word. 

A. Suspicion 

B. Susspicion 

C. Susppicion 

D. Suspicon 

14. Select the most appropriate idiom for the underlined segment in the following sentence. 

Shruti is a strange person because of her attitude. 

A. A one man 

B. A scarlet woman 

C. Queer fish 

D. A straw man 

15. Parts of a sentence are given below in jumbled order. Select the option that arranges 

the parts in the correct order to form a meaningful sentence. 

A) the importance 

B) to be treated 

C) of treating other people 

D) now he knows 

E) as he would like 

A. D, A, C, E, B 

B. B, D, C, A, E 
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C. C, D, B, A, E 

D. C, E, B, A, D 

16. Select the option that can be used as a one-word substitute for the given group of words. 

A form of government in which power is held by the nobility 

A. Democracy 

B. Aristocracy 

C. Republic 

D. Nobility 

17. Choose the correct meaning of the underlined word in the given sentence. 

The World Health Organization has finally issued guidelines to prevent the spread of the Covid-

19 epidemic 

A. A large number of people or animals suffering from the same disease at the same time 

B. An infection which is caused by viruses 

C. An infection that spreads slowly 

D. A disease which lasts for more than fifty 

18. Select the most appropriate option that expresses the given sentence in passive voice. 

The professor assigns the homework every week. 

A. The homework is assigning by the professor every week. 

B. The homework will be assigned by the professor every week. 

C. The homework assigns by the professor every week. 

D. The homework is assigned by the professor every week. 

19. Select the INCORRECTLY spelt word. 

The Special Task Force will conduct a thorough probe in the land scam case which has Mr. 

Lakhan Lal as the prime akused. 

A. Scam 

B. Prime 

C. Thorough 

D. Akused 

20. Select the most appropriate ANTONYM to substitute the underlined word in the given 

sentence. 

The newly selected secretary of the party has a/an impeccable image among the public. 

A. Refurbished 

B. Blemished 

C. Irresistible 

D. Arbitrary 

Comprehension: 

In the following passage, some words have been deleted. Read the passage carefully and 

select the most appropriate option to fill in each blank. 

Upgrading the higher education sector especially in terms of patents filed and cutting-edge 

research output is (1)______ in improving India’s global ranking. Our sustainable (2)______ 

development depends on human resources. A quality higher education base is essential to 

reap the full benefits of our demographic dividend. In higher education, the strategies of the 
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12th plan (3)______ on technical education, distance learning, quality research, infrastructure, 

faculty, and curriculum content. (4)______ efforts of the government departments and the 

private sector are needed to (5)______ the plan’s educational 

21. Select the most appropriate option to fill in blank number 1. 

A. unrequired 

B. deserving 

C. fulfilling 

D. Essential 

22. Select the most appropriate option to fill in blank number 2. 

A. social 

B. economic 

C. psychological 

D. Political 

23. Select the most appropriate option to fill in blank number 3. 

A. understand 

B. attend 

C. divert 

D. Focus 

24. Select the most appropriate option to fill in blank number 4. 

A. Sustained 

B. Compromised 

C. Coordinated 

D. Gathered 

25. Select the most appropriate option to fill in blank number 5. 

A. remain 

B. realise 

C. conclude 

D. conduct 
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Answers 
1. B 2. B 3. A 4. B 5. B 6. A 7. C 8. B 9. D 10. A 11.A 12.C 

13. A 14.C 15.A 16.B 17.A 18.D 19.D 20.B 21.D 22.A 23.D 24.C 

25. B             [Practice Exercise] 

Explanations 
1. B) Neutral 

The tone of the specified line is neutral. It simply states a fact about the current import duty 

rates for electric car parts, without expressing any positive or negative judgment or emotion. 

This tone stands in contrast to other parts of the passage that may have a critical or analytical 

tone, particularly in discussing the potential impact of reduced duties on Tesla's imports 

2. B) The debate over the import duties on Tesla cars and its implications for India's automobile 

industry. 

The central theme of the passage revolves around the ongoing discussion regarding the 

reduction of import duties for Tesla cars and its potential impact on the Indian automobile 

industry. The passage details the current import duty structure, mentions the progress of the 

Indian automobile sector, and discusses the implications of giving concessions to Tesla. This 

suggests that the primary focus is on how Tesla's request for reduced import duties could 

affect the local automobile companies and the broader automotive sector in India. 

3. A) It will increase competition among car manufacturers. 

The reduction in import duty for Tesla cars would make them more affordable and competitive 

in the Indian market. This increased competitiveness could challenge other car manufacturers 

in India, especially those producing electric and hybrid cars. The passage indicates that the 

Indian automobile sector is significant, constituting 7.1% of the GDP, and that Indian 

companies have already begun producing electric cars. Thus, a reduction in duty for Tesla 

would likely intensify the competition in this sector. 

4. B) It is growing rapidly with a significant domestic manufacturing presence. 

The passage indicates that almost all automobile companies in India have started producing 

electric and hybrid cars, and nearly one lakh electric cars are sold monthly in the country. This 

suggests a rapidly growing market with a strong domestic manufacturing presence. The 

passage also notes that the total share of the automobile sector in India's manufacturing 

output is about 49%, indicating a significant and expanding market. Thus, option B correctly 

infers the current state of the electric car market in India as one that is growing and 

increasingly supported by local production. 

5. B) It may discourage domestic manufacturers from producing electric vehicles. 

The passage indicates that granting Tesla an exemption in import duty might lead to a 

preference for imported Tesla cars among the wealthy, potentially disadvantaging domestic 

manufacturers. It mentions, "This will affect the manufacturing of luxury electric cars in the 

country." This inference suggests that such an exemption could demotivate domestic 

companies from investing in and developing electric vehicles, aligning with option B. 
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6. A) Option A is incorrect because the passage states that Tesla's business model does not 

encourage domestic manufacturers of components and relies on internal manufacturing 

technology. This implies that Tesla's entry into the Indian market may not significantly boost 

the local manufacturing of EV components. The other options (B, C, D) are consistent with the 

passage. B discusses the potential impact of Tesla's entry on the preference of wealthy 

consumers, C highlights the advancements made by domestic companies like 'Ola' in the EV 

sector, and D reflects the government's efforts to foster EV market growth through reduced 

import duties. 

7. C) BCAD 

B: This sentence introduces a topic with a clear subject, "Infosys co-founder N.R. Narayana 

Murthy," making it a strong opening statement. It sets the context for a discussion or 

argument. 

C: This sentence continues directly from Sentence B, indicated by the quotation marks. It 

completes the quote started in Sentence B and adds additional information about the support 

received, which logically follows the introduction of Murthy's comment. 

A: The reference to "Inc." appears abrupt without a prior mention. However, it likely follows 

the specifics provided in Sentences B and C, moving from a specific example to a general 

observation. 

D: This sentence provides a critical analysis or judgment. The phrase "More importantly" 

suggests that it builds upon previously mentioned points, likely evaluating the argument 

presented in Sentences B and C. 

8. B) CABD 

C: This sentence, "Israel’s prevailing security policy has collapsed," is a strong opening 

statement. It introduces the main topic — a significant change in Israel's security policy. 

A: This sentence provides historical context to the statement made in Sentence C. It explains 

how Israel's security policy used to function, which is crucial for understanding the significance 

of its collapse mentioned in Sentence C. 

B: This sentence introduces a specific event that presumably led to the collapse of the security 

policy mentioned in Sentence C. The word "But" signals a shift from the past situation 

described in Sentence A to a more recent development. 

D: This sentence provides a conclusion or a consequence of the events described in Sentence 

B. 

9. D) ABCD 

Isabel saw a strange rabbit running through the bushes following it, she found a door which 

she opened with the help of keys. After that, she felt a strange sensation in her body. She 

thought as if she was in a dream. 

10. A) Antonym: peeked (verb) – To look quickly or furtively, especially through a narrow opening 

or from a concealed location. झाांकना 
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 observed (verb) – To notice or perceive something and register it as being significant. ध्यान 
देना 

 spied (verb) – To see or notice someone or something, especially suddenly or by chance. 

जासूसी करना 
 surveyed (verb) – To look carefully and thoroughly at someone or something, especially so 

as to appraise them. जाांचना 
11. A) 'raze' का प्रयोग होगा क्योंकक sentence में इमारतों को ध्वस्त करने की चचाा की जा रही है, 

जजससे नई ननमााण की जगह बनाई जा सके। "raze" का अथा होता है ककसी चीज को ऩूरी तरह 
से नष्ट कर देना। अन्य options के अथा इस context में relevant नहीां हैं। इसलऱए, "raze" सबसे 
appropriate choice होगा। 

 'raze' should be used because the sentence talks about demolishing buildings to create 

space for new construction. "raze" means to completely destroy something. The 

meanings of the other options are not relevant in this context. Thus, "raze" would be 

the most appropriate choice. 

12. C) ADBC 

The new movie was highly anticipated by fans of the franchise. The movie theatre was packed 

with people eager to see it. As the lights dimmed, the audience grew quiet in anticipation. The 

movie began with an exciting action sequence that had the audience on the edge of their 

seats. 

13. A) The correct spelling is ‘Suspicion’. The word 'Suspicion' means “a feeling or thought that 

something is possible, likely, or true” शक, सांदेह। 

14. C) इस sentence में "Shruti is a strange person because of her attitude" के underlined भाग के 
लऱए सबसे उऩयुक्त idiom 'Queer fish' होगा। 

 The most appropriate idiom for the underlined segment "Shruti is a strange person 

because of her attitude" is 'Queer fish' 

15. A) D, A, C, E, B 

Now he knows the importance of treating other people as he would like to be treated 

16. B) Aristocracy (noun) – A form of government in which power is held by the nobility सम्राट 
प्रणाऱी 

 Democracy (noun) – A system of government in which power is vested in the people, 

who rule either directly or through freely elected representatives ऱोकतांत्र 

 Republic (noun) – A state in which the supreme power rests in the body of citizens 

entitled to vote and is exercised by representatives chosen directly or indirectly by 

them गणराज्य 
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 Nobility (noun) – The quality of being noble in character, quality, or rank; does not 

directly refer to a form of government उच्च कुऱ 

17. A) A large number of people or animals suffering from the same disease at the same time 

18. D) The homework is assigned by the professor every week. 

19. D) The correct spelling of 'Akused' is 'Accused'. Therefore, the INCORRECTLY spelt word is 

'Akused' आरोऩी 
20. B) Impeccable (adjective) – Flawless, perfect, without any mistakes or errors. दोषरहहत 

Antonym: Blemished (adjective) – Marked, damaged, or impaired; having imperfections. 

दोषऩूणा 
 Refurbished (adjective) – Renovated, overhauled, restored to a good state of repair. 

नवीकृत 

 Irresistible (adjective) – Too attractive and tempting to be resisted, alluring, captivating. 

अप्रनतरोध्य 

 Arbitrary (adjective) – Based on random choice or personal whim, rather than any 

reason or system. मनमाना 
21. D) 'Essential' का प्रयोग होगा क्योंकक "essential" का अथा होता है आवश्यक या अत्यांत 

महत्वऩूणा। जबकक 'Unrequired' का अथा है अनावश्यक, 'Deserving' का अथा है योग्य, और 
'Fulfilling' का अथा है ऩूरा करना, जो इस सांदभा में सही नहीां है। 

 'Essential' should be used because it means necessary or extremely important. 

Whereas, 'Unrequired' means not needed, 'Deserving' means worthy, and 'Fulfilling' 

means satisfying or meeting the required conditions, which don't fit in this context. 

22. A) 'Social' का प्रयोग होगा क्योंकक "sustainable" शब्द से सांकेत लमऱता है कक ववकास की चचाा 
एक व्याऩक दृजष्टकोण से हो रही है, जो समाज के सभी ऩहऱुओां ऩर प्रभाववत होता है। जबकक 
'Economic' का अथा होता है आर्थाक, 'Psychological' का अथा होता है मानलसक और 'Political' का 
अथा होता है राजनीनतक, जो इस सांदभा में सही नहीां हो सकता है। 

 Social' should be used because the word "sustainable" suggests that the development 

being discussed impacts all aspects of society. Whereas, 'Economic' pertains to 

finances, 'Psychological' refers to the mind, and 'Political' relates to politics, which may 

not be the sole focus in this context. 

23. D) 'Focus' का प्रयोग होगा क्योंकक "focus" का अथा होता है ककसी ववषय या मुद्दे ऩर ध्यान 
कें हित करना। जबकक 'Understand' का अथा है समझना, 'Attend' का अथा है भाग ऱेना या 
उऩजस्थत होना, और 'Divert' का अथा है ध्यान भटकाना, जो इस सांदभा में सही नहीां है। 

 'Focus' should be used because it means to center attention on a subject or issue. 

Whereas, 'Understand' means to comprehend, 'Attend' implies to participate or be 

present, and 'Divert' means to divert attention, which don't fit in this context. 
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24. C) 'Coordinated' का प्रयोग होगा क्योंकक "coordinated" का अथा होता है सांचाररत या समजन्वत 
करना। जबकक 'Sustained' का अथा है ननरांतर या स्थायी रूऩ से बनाए रखना, 'Compromised' का 
अथा है समझौता करना, और 'Gathered' का अथा है इकट्ठा करना, जो इस सांदभा में सही नहीां 
है। 

 'Coordinated' should be used because it means to arrange or manage different parts to 

work together effectively. Whereas, 'Sustained' means to keep up continuously, 

'Compromised' means to settle by making mutual concessions, and 'Gathered' implies 

to collect, which don't fit in this context. 

25. B) 'Realise' का प्रयोग होगा क्योंकक "realise" का अथा होता है ककसी योजना, उद्देश्य या ऱक्ष्य 
को ऩूरा करना या अर्धकृत करना। जबकक 'Remain' का अथा है बना रहना, 'Conclude' का अथा 
है समाप्त करना, और 'Conduct' का अथा है आयोजजत करना या सांचालऱत करना, जो इस सांदभा 
में सही नहीां है। 

 'Realise' should be used because it means to achieve or fulfill a plan, objective, or goal. 

Whereas, 'Remain' means to stay in the same state, 'Conclude' means to end or finish, 

and 'Conduct' means to organize or direct, which don't fit in this context. 
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